
Safe operation of copper bar processing machine on

bus assembly line

Detail Introduction :
The copper bar processing machine on the busbar assembly line is fully numerically controlled. The whole

material is uploaded and punching, flanging, cutting and other processes are carried out according to the

current specifications, reducing labor costs and ensuring quality.

 

The following is an introduction to the precautions of the copper processing machine.

 

1、copper bar processing machine on bus assembly line before operation
Before starting the machine for the first time, you must fill the fuel tank with oil to avoid damage to the oil

pump; you must read this manual carefully, and be familiar with the structure, performance and operation

methods of the machine; do not wear a scarf or coat or other clothes to operate; use the correct method to

work in order to Stop and get rid of the danger as soon as possible in the event of a failure; if the ambient

temperature is lower than 0℃, it should be turned on for a few minutes before working.

 

2、copper bar processing machine on bus assembly line in operation
Assembling, debugging (adjusting the mold, adjusting the blade gap) or disassembling the mold must be

carried out by a person familiar with the machine in accordance with the prescribed regulations; when the

machine is working normally, do not put your hands or part of the body between the upper and lower molds

(blades). To avoid accidents; all sundries and tools should not be placed on the workbench to avoid accidents

caused by rolling into the mold or knife edge; because the machine can be operated by multiple people, a

special person must be responsible for directing the production; The thickness of the row) choose the gap

between the shear blade and the die and the radius of the bending fillet.

 

3、copper bar processing machine on bus assembly line after operation
After the operation, be sure to shut down safely in order. Turn off the working buttons of each unit; turn off

the power switch on the operation panel; turn off the main circuit air switch; turn off the workshop power

switch.
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Suzhou Kai Aidi Electric Co., Ltd. has many years of experience in the production of copper row processing

machines. The bus assembly lines are sold well in dozens of countries around the world, and are trusted and

praised by users. Our company takes quality first as its purpose and enjoys a high reputation in the industry.

Here we look forward to the visit of our customers, and we look forward to the visit of our customers to

negotiate business.


